
FUTURE OF LEADERSHIP
SPONSORSHIP



WELCOME TO 
FUTURE OF 
LEADERSHIP

The Future of Leadership series 
provides excellent opportunities for 
reaching the most motivated and 
influential decision makers in key 
industries across the corporate sector.

This proposal outlines several potential 
sponsorship benefits. We believe in 
creating mutually-beneficial and long 
term relationships by creating custom 
offerings that add the most value to 
your organisation. Please contact 
us to discuss ways we can tailor a 
sponsorship package to suit your goals.

Future of Leadership series is a NFP, or 
rather a ‘for purpose’ event. An initiative 
of Hands Group, social enterprise, 
all proceeds generated through the 
FOL series across Australia, NZ and 
Thailand, directly fund the operational 
expenses of our partner charity Hands 
Across the Water.

We look forward to working with you 
for Future of Leadership 2019, and 
hopefully many more in the years to 
come.

Peter Baines OAM 
Organiser of Future of Leadership 
Founder and Managing Director of 
Hands Group

WE INVITE YOU TO 
BECOME A PART OF 

THE ANNUAL FUTURE 
OF LEADERSHIP 

CONFERENCE 
SERIES, VISITING 
KEY  LOCATIONS 

THROUGHOUT ASIA 
PACIFIC IN 2019.



LOCATIONS
Brisbane Exhibition & Convention Centre 
1 August 2019

Noah’s on the Beach, Newcastle 
6 August 2019

International Convention Centre Sydney 
9 August 2019

Melbourne Exhibition & Convention Centre 
15 August 2019

Bangkok - Venue TBC 
August 2019 - Date TBC

Auckland - Venue TBC 
17 September 2019

Te Raukura - Wharewake FunctionCentre, Wellington 
19 September 2019

IMPACT STATEMENT

CONFERENCE 
DETAILS
As Australia’s premier leadership conference, The 
Future of Leadership series attracts more than 
1,700 delegates annually.

Running since 2014, these one-day events include 
talks from some of Australia’s most sought-after 
and forward-thinking speakers, who provide fresh 
insight into the most topical and crucial issues 
affecting organisations today.

In 2018 the series expanded into international 

markets for the first time, running a half-day 
conference in Auckland, NZ and a full day in 
Bangkok, Thailand. The events were a huge 
success for both delegates and sponsors, paving 
the way for further expansion into Wellington, 
New Zealand for 2019.

The series received an average of 4.5 stars out 
of 5 in 2018, with 83% of respondents rating the 
content as “extremely or very helpful”.
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AUDIENCE GROWTH

AUDIENCE PROJECTIONS

EVENT RATING SPEAKER RATING FACILITY RATING
EVENT MANAGEMENT 

AND VOLUNTEERS

4.55 OUT OF 5 4.52 OUT OF 5 4.56 OUT OF 5 4.61 OUT OF 5

Event expectations met - 78%



AUDIENCE PROFILE

AGE INDUSTRY GENDERBRINGING TOGETHER
THE  BEST OF BUSINESS
Future of Leadership 
attracts the most involved 
and active members of the 
business community - the 
ones who walk the talk, 
make the hard calls and 
drive industry change.

These are some of the 
most powerful decision 
makers in Australia, New 
Zealand and Thailand - 
getting the right message
to this audience can send
the effects rippling across
industry sectors, resulting
in a huge impact for your
organisation.
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“I ATTEND A LOT OF 
CONFERENCES IN MY 
ROLE. IN TERMS OF 

SPEAKERS THIS EVENT 
WAS WITHOUT A DOUBT 
THE BEST I HAVE EVER 
ATTENDED. THANK YOU 
FOR THE OPPORTUNITY.”

“I LOVED THE 
REASONABLE COST 

FOR GLOBAL QUALITY 
SPEAKERS.  I LOVED 
THE LOCAL FLAVOUR 
OF CONTENT.  I LOVED 

THE FEEL OF THE EVENT 
- APPROACHABLE AND 
KIND.  I LOVED HAVING 

A MIX OF HUMOUR - 
CONTENT AND STORY 
ACROSS SPEAKERS.“

THE WHO’S  WHO OF FOL
As the audience numbers grow, so too does the list of reputable organisations in attendance! We 
can help you position your brand in front of the key decision makers across a range of leading 
companies and industries. Further detail available on request.



POTENTIAL
SPONSOR
BENEFITS

From positioning your organisation in 
front of a single city location, to claiming 
presentation rights for the FOL series, work 
with our team to choose and tailor the many 
benefits to suit your organisation’s specific 
marketing objectives and goals.

Features of a sponsorship agreement could 
include but are also not limited to the 
following:

Align your organisation 
with the most 
contemporary 
leaders in ASIA PAC 
and position your 
organisation as a force 
for positive change.

BRAND
POSITIONING

Increase exposure of 
your brand through 
a comprehensive 
6-month lead-up 
campaign plus on-site 
signage and collateral.

BRAND
AWARENESS

Showcase your 
offerings to delegates 
with exclusive 
exhibition space in a 
prime location.

DISPLAY HUB
OPPORTUNITY

Gather a group and 
share breakfast with 
one of our fantastic 
speakers. Get extra 
insight before the day 
even begins.

BREAKAST
WITH THE

STARS

After the event, 
receive exclusive 
summarised content 
from each speaker to 
share with your staff, 
clients, suppliers or 
customers.

EXCLUSIVE
CONTENT

Send your staff on an 
experiential learning 
program to develop 
and challenge their 
concept of leadership.

SOCIAL
VENTURE
PROGRAM

Mingle with the 
speakers over 
drinks at a private 
venue following the 
conference.

POST
CONFERENCE
RECEPTION

Enjoy the best seats in 
the house - a perfect 
opportunity to build 
better relationships 
between your staff, 
clients and suppliers.

SPONSOR
TICKETS

As the current sponsor 
you would  hold first 
rights to the same 
level of sponsorship 
for Future of 
Leadership in 2020.

FIRST RIGHT
RETURN

SPONSOR

Leave dedicated 
marketing material 
in the hands of each 
Premier Experience 
delegate, either in hard 
copy or on a USB.

CONFERENCE
BAGS

Work with our 
dedicated team to 
integrate your product 
into the conference 
in a meaningful and 
memorable way.

MEANINGFUL
PRODUCT

INTEGRATION

Get full breakdown of 
the audience segments 
and send a dedicated 
follow up email to 
each delegate after the 
event.

AUDIENCE
ENGAGEMENT

AND STATS

Full branding and
naming rights of the
Premier Experience
including the reserved
area and all collateral.

PREMIER 
EXPERIENCE 
BRANDING



Sponsoring the event was an easy decision for us as 
it brought together a combination of values we hold 
dear to our business – leadership, giving and service. 
It is rewarding to support such an important cause 
as well as providing us with a unique opportunity to 
involve our clients in a day of leadership mentoring 
from a totally different perspective. The opportunity 
to network with like-minded people is just a bonus.

BRAD FERGUSON 
MANAGING DIRECTOR, BELL PARTNERS 

LOCATION SPONSOR 2017/2018

‘
We were proud to support the Future of Leadership 
conference in Newcastle through our Workplace 
HQ initiative.

The conference was very professionally organised 
and delivered by the Future of Leadership team. 
Everything that was promised was delivered in 
regards to the event and our sponsorship, which 
enabled us to expand the awareness of our Workplace 
HQ partnership.

TIM OSBORN 
SOLICITOR DIRECTOR, OSBORN LAW 

LOCATION SPONSOR 2017/2018

‘

A truly great event to attend. FOL 2018 in Bangkok 
was full of inspiring stories, real-world case studies 
and meaningful advice that we can learn and adapt 
to our workplace as well as in daily life. This is a result 
that very few business conferences can achieve, and 
we are very happy to be a part of it.

TOM – NGUYEN TRUONG TUNG
MANAGING DIRECTOR, SYNDACAST COMPANY LIMITED 

LOCATION SPONSOR 2018

‘



FULL LIST OF 
POTENTIAL 
SPONSOR BENEFITS
We believe in keeping sponsor numbers to a minimum. This allows us to focus on achieving 
your goals and ensuring you have a successful sponsor experience. Therefore, we generally 
limit sponsorship of the series to one organisation, with a maximum of two local sponsors per 
location.

Below is a list of potential benefits you may want to receive from the event. We will work 
with you to create a sponsorship package that is right for you and are happy to discuss any 
additional options or ideas that are not mentioned in the list below.

BRAND POSITIONING

Presenting rights
• Event to be named “The Future of Leadership - presented by <your company>”.
• Company name to be included in all references to the event.

BRAND AWARENESS - EVENT LEAD UP

Future of Leadership Website
• FOL Website (Averaging 3500 unique visitors to the website per month from 

May - September).
• Option to add exclusive delegate info and offer to website.

Email (15,500 Hands database + 2,000 FOL database)
• Dedicated FOL emails leading up to the event.
• Inclusion in “What’s On” based emails including other events.

PR
• Inclusion in all press releases and PR activity leading up to the event.

Facebook
• Paid Advertising (2018 reach: 400,000. Clicks to website 5000+.
• Organic posts on Facebook page (estimated reach: 1,000 per post).

Twitter
• Organic posts on Twitter page.

Event listing websites
• Numerous event listing websites such as eventfinda.com.au.

Online banner advertising
• Display banner ads on Google Display Network (2018 impressions: 180,000, clicks 269).

Search Engine Marketing
• Google Adwords promoting the event (2018 impressions: 56,000, clicks 1281).

Video advertising
• Video ads on YouTube and partner networks (2018 views: 5,025).

LinkedIn Advertising
• Sponsored content on LinkedIn (estimated reach: 10,000).

Email footer
• Included in footer of all emails sent by Hands Across The Water, Peter Baines and other 

selected supporters (estimated emails sent: 12,000).

BRAND AWARENESS - ON-SITE AT EVENT 

Signage
• Large format signage, pull up banners and potential product placement.

Acknowledgment
• Sponsor acknowledgment at key points during the conference, both verbally and on screen.

SPONSOR EXPERIENCE

Breakfast with the stars
• Private breakfast for up to 10 people with your choice of speaker on morning of event.

Post event reception
• Mingle with the speakers over drinks at a private venue following the conference. 

Ticket allocation with VIP seating
• Best seats in the house for your guests to attend each Future of Leadership event.



Social Venture Program
• Send a staff member on the unique SVP in Thailand to engage their hearts, hands and mind 

in a 6-day experiential leadership and learning opportunity.

Speaker summaries
• Receive exclusive summarised content in the form of imagery, infographics, video and 

presentation slides to share with your staff, clients, suppliers or customers.

Dedicated event support
• Our events team will work with you to ensure you achieve your goals and maximise your 

impact at the event.

First right return sponsor
• First right to the same level of sponsorship for Future of Leadership in 2020.

DIRECT DELEGATE CONTACT

Program guide
• Full page advert in event program presented to all delegates.

Display hub opportunity
• Prime location to exhibit offerings to all delegates.

Conference bags
• Inclusion of marketing material in conference bags assigned to each Premier Experience 

delegate. May be hard or soft copy (on branded USB).

Email list
• Dedicated email from sponsor to all delegates after the event.

Delegate stats
• Attendee breakdown including age, gender, industry and position level.
• Include sponsor questions in delegate poll, with full results provided following the 

conference.

Custom place activation
• We will work with you to integrate your brand or product into the event in a meaningful 

and engaging way.

THANK YOU
To discuss your attendance requirements in more detail please contact us 
using any of the methods below:

EMAIL:  heather.monk@handsgroup.org.au
CALL:  0404 855 980
POST:  Hands Group 
  PO Box 953 
  Narrabeen NSW 2101



handsgroup.org.au

team@handsgroup.org.au
Facebook          Twitter          LinkedIn          Instagram


